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Specifications: 
Operating pressure: 150 psi (10.3 bar) max. Temperature range: -40° F to 180°F (-40° C to 82° C) Ports:   1/4” NPTF Mounting:  integral female clevis 

The three-position cylinder is a positioning device controlled by a four-way, three-position, open-
center control valve such as the “A” or “D” Pilotair
valves. The cylinder has a wide range of applications, being particularly suited for shifting transmissions and positioning hydraulic valves. It is corrosion-resistant and constructed of lightweight, die-cast, anodized aluminum heads, pistons and body.
Maximum stroke of the piston rod for each cylinder is 13/16” (20.6mm) on each side of the center position, making a total piston rod travel of             1 5/8” (41.3mm).  External envelope dimensions of the cylinder do not change, but shorter strokes are available. The complete model number (same as old part number) for the cylinder and the piston stop will have an identical five-digit suffix. The first digit is always zero; the last four digits show the stroke in thousandths of an inch.  
Installation & Adjustment Because cylinders are installed at the end of an air 
system, they are vulnerable to dirt and moisture carried through the air lines. Therefore, before installing the three-position cylinder, all air lines in the system should be blown clean. It is recommended that the cylinder be mounted with the ports facing down. Gravity can then assist in preventing foreign material from accumulating in the cylinder by removing it through the control valve exhaust. 
In providing a mounting for the cylinder, an adjustable link must be included between the piston rod and the lever to which the rod is connected. The cylinder stroke should be checked in its center position when aligned with the lever to be operated. Check for exact register, making sure the clevis pin is free from load in the center position. 
This procedure will allow any inaccuracies in 
leverage ratio or manufacturing tolerance to be absorbed at the extremes of the stroke where 

exact registration is of least importance. Also, any inaccuracies will be divided between the extreme positions. When alignment is done at one of the extreme positions, inaccuracies are all in the same direction. 
Operation Maximum operating pressure of the two-position cylinder is 150 psi (10.3 bar) at a temperature range of –40° F to 180° F(-40° C to 82° C). On the single-acting model, supply pressure from a three-way control valve is piped through the cap-end port to move the piston rod to its extended position. When air pressure is exhausted, a spring returns the piston rod to its retracted position. 
On the double-acting model, the return spring is omitted, and a four-way control valve is used. Pressure supplied to either the cap-end or head-end port will force the piston rod to its extended or 
retracted position, respectively. 

Maintenance Periodically disassemble the cylinder for cleaning, inspection and lubrication. Clean all metal parts with a nonflammable solvent, and wash all rubber parts with soap and water. Rinse thoroughly and blow dry with a low-pressure air jet. Replace those part which are damaged or worn. 
Reassemble the cylinder, using the exploded and assembly views as reference.  No special tools are 
required.  To avoid cutting or nicking the piston O-ring, carefully insert the piston rod assembly into the cylinder bore with the piston tilted at a slight angle.  As the assembly proceeds, lubricate all O-rings with Dow Corning 55M grease. 

Assembly View 
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Part No.            Old Part No./          
Model Code 

Stroke                     
(each side of center)   

in. (mm) 
R431004052 P -057378-00312 5/16 (7.9) 
R431004053 P -057378-00375 3/8 (9.5) 
R431004054 P -057378-00438 7/16 (11.1) 
R431004055 P -057378-00500 1/2 (12.7) 
R431004056 P -057378-00625 5/8 (15.9) 
R431004057 P -057378-00688 11/16 (17.5) 
R431004058 P -057378-00750 3/4 (19.1) 
R431004059 P -057378-00875 7/8 (22.2) 
R431004060 P -057378-01000 1 (25.4) 
R431004943 P -059211-00000 1-1/16 (27.0) 

Repair kit part number: R431005249 (old P –059819-00000). With this repair kit, the elastomer seals and some common wear parts on the component are 
renewed. On severely worn or damaged components, additional parts may 
be required. For additional parts, information and service instructions, refer to Service Manual SM-1000-4916.  

Ordering Information 

Refer to Available Force Rating on next page 

Note: Last four digits in the suffix of the model code/old part number denotes effective stroke in thousandths of an inch.

Note: Recommended mounting for mobile use is 1/4” NPTF ports down. 
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Available Forces: 
Force developed by the cylinders are determined by multiplying the applied air pressure by the exposed piston area, less the spring force. 

Pounds of force (retracted stroke) = applied pressure (psi) x piston area                                                minus pounds of spring force 
The accompanying graph shows pressure in psi required to overcome the force of the spring as the pis-ton rod is retracted or extended from its center position. Opposing spring force increases as the stroke length of the piston rod increases and the spring is further compressed. From the graph, pounds of spring force can be determined by multiplying the pressure (psi) by the piston area. Thus, the initial force of the cylinder at zero stroke is: 
Pounds of force (retracted stroke) = applied pressure (psi) x 2.2 square inches                                                            minus (18 psi x 2.4 square inches) 
Pounds of force (extended stroke)  = applied pressure (psi) x 2.4 square inches                                                            minus (18 psi x 2.4 square inches) 
For spring force at subsequent piston rod positions on either retracted or extended stroke, project across the graph from the appropriate stroke length point on the vertical line until the pressure line is intersected. Project down from this point to arrive at pressure in psi. Multiply this figure by the 2.4 square inches of piston area. 

(all three-position models) 

(1548 sq. mm) 
(1419 sq. mm) 


